
Thanks for buying your  
Backyard Sportsground Pack
Developed by the same people who have fixed the hallowed 
turf in many of Australia’s most famous stadiums, you can 
be sure these products will work wonders on your ‘home 
turf’ too. Just follow the directions overleaf.

Aquaturf Your lawns will never be 
thirsty again. Helps keeps the moisture 
and nutrients around your lawn’s roots.

All Rounder  Builds lusher, thicker and greener 
lawns while helping strengthen them against 
wear and tear from active kids and pets.

Enhance Makes your grass greener in just a 
day while also aiding health and vitality. 

Pronto For those times where a quick burst 
of recovery is needed.



Your 2-step guide to a backyard win 
Now that you’ve got the right products, you simply can’t lose.

Build a solid base
• First give your lawn a quick haircut so that you make the most of your new products.
•  Now apply your All Rounder by a spreader* at the rate of 2kg/100m2.
•  Then it’s straight on to LawnPlay Aquaturf. Add 200ml per 5L of water then spray* it 

directly on top of the fertiliser you’ve just spread. 
•  Time to give your lawn a really good drink. Then have a few yourself while reflecting  

on the fact that you’ve just created the perfect playing field for your kids. 

Note:  In lawns, as in sports, it’s crucial to keep up those fluids. So it’s best to re-apply 
Aquaturf every month then thoroughly water your lawn straight after.

Keeping your ‘home turf’ in first class shape
•  After about 6-8 weeks of playing (or at least watching) some cracking backyard 

tournaments, all of the above products will have worked their magic.  
So now it’s time to give your home ground an extra advantage using LawnPlay Enhance  
and Pronto. Good news is that these can be applied together. 

•  So grab your sprayer* and add 200ml of Enhance PLUS 100ml of Pronto to 5L of water, 
then apply the mix directly to 100m2 lawn. Don’t water your lawn for the next 24 hours as 
this mix will work much quicker without it. This mix can be re-applied every 2 months for a 
stronger, healthier, more resilient lawn.

*If you don’t have a spreader or a sprayer you can order one from us and get 10% off.  
Just use this Discount Code: SPORTS10 at the checkout.


